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Abstract—Workspace analysis is essential for robotic manipula-
tors, which helps researchers study, evaluate, and optimize their
designs based on specific criteria with due consideration of er-
gonomics and usability. Although workspace analysis is a common
research topic, current solutions provide design-specific evaluation,
and there is a lack of generic software tools for different hardware
configurations. This letter presents WSRender, a versatile research-
oriented framework for workspace analysis and visualization. It
is based on the Orocos Kinematics and Dynamics Library and
the Matlab Robotic Toolbox. The software architecture is pre-
sented using four use cases for demonstrating its practical use
in single robot, dual-arm manipulator performance evaluation,
multi-robot interaction analysis, and master–slave mapping. The
source code of WSRender1 is made publicly available for the benefit
of the research community for the design or evaluation of robotic
manipulators.

Index Terms—Performance evaluation and benchmarking,
multi-robot systems, telerobotics, and teleoperation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ever-growing deployment of robotic manipulator
drives the need for workspace analysis for optimal design

and performance evaluation [1]. For example, workspace anal-
ysis has been used for design analysis of a flexible snake robot
for endoluminal surgery [2], the evaluation of a novel master
manipulator [3], and the grasping capability of a robotic arm
[4]. Other applications include motion and path planning [5]
and optimal task execution strategies [6].

Numerous performance indices have been defined to study
the performance and behaviour of manipulators [7], but most of
them are tailored to a particular robot design with application-
specific configurations [8]. The literature on this topic is rich
and detailed surveys can be found in [9]. However, no existing
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software framework has been developed to support workspace
analysis and visualization for various applications using versa-
tile evaluation indices.

This letter presents WSRender, an open workspace analysis
and visualization framework, for generic workspace analysis
and manipulator design. WSRender provides not only tools to
conduct workspace analysis but also visualization and rendering
functions, which paves the way for further optimal robotic
system design or performance evaluation. The source codes
are available for the public, which allows the framework to be
extended through additional plugin functions.

WSRender has been tested on a number of robotic platforms
for performance assessment, including local evaluation indices
generation and global evaluation indices calculation on both
kinematic and dynamic aspects. Bimanual manipulation has a
wide range of applications from manufacturing [10] to logistics
[11], due to its high flexibility and adaptability. Multi-robot
cooperative framework has been introduced into the manu-
facturing workflow [12], while multi-arm surgical robots have
also been implemented to enhance the surgical operation effi-
ciency [13]. Master-slave mapping is useful for teleoperation
for robotic surgery and space robot control [14]. A general
workspace analysis framework, for optimal workspace construc-
tion and analysis would therefore be helpful for those research
topics.

The contributions of this work can then be summarized as
follows:

• development of a general-purpose workspace analysis
framework for robotic manipulators;

• introduction of algorithms and data structures for the eval-
uation of various types of robot;

• incorporation of result visualisation for guiding the robotic
system design;

• consideration of different application scenarios;
• provision of extensibility for plug-in and community-based

functional extension by users.
The remainder of the letter is structured as follows. Section II

illustrates the WSRender software architecture, including the
explanation of the overall workflow and key functions of the
consecutive procedures. Section III introduces four user cases
as examples to verify the usability of the software. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
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Fig. 1. Software architecture for the WSRender.

II. THE WSRENDER FRAMEWORK

For workspace analysis, the WSRender provides both Matlab
and C++ codes for users, which are based on the Matlab robotic
toolbox [15] and the Orocos KDL library [16] respectively. A
Matlab based user-friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) is
provided for the designer to tune parameters during the design
process, where visualization of the workspace analysis result is
implemented for evaluation.

The WSRender framework follows an extensible and modular
design protocol. It consists of four major parts (see Fig. 1). These
include: i) Robot Construction; ii) Workspace Generation; iii)
Workspace Analysis; iv) Workspace Visualization and Render-
ing. The details about the key components of the WSRender
framework and the Matlab GUI are illustrated in the following.

A. Robot Construction

The Robot Construction module consists of robot definition
and robot configuration. Robot definition allows building manip-
ulators with specific structure from the Unified Robot Descrip-
tion Format (URDF) file, generated from the Computer Aided
Design (CAD) model, or from the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH)
table. Robot configuration, instead, determines the placements
of the robotic manipulators in the fixed global world coordinate.
For scenarios involving multi-robots, the robots can be built in
the same world coordinate through pre-defined transformation
matrices.

B. Workspace Generation

Given a robotic manipulator model, the goal of workspace
generation is to find out the complete set of poses of the manipu-
lator’s end-effector in the Cartesian space when the manipulator
runs through all possible configurations in the joint space [17].
For workspace generation, analytical [18], geometrical [19], and
numerical [20] methods are available. Analytical and geometri-
cal methods, however, may be difficult to apply to complicated
robot models. For these reasons, numerical approaches are used
in this framework.

A straightforward method for the reachable workspace cal-
culation is to use a combination of joint values sampling and
forward kinematics (FK). W indicates the reachable workspace

of the robot, which can be obtained as:

W = {x = f(q) | qmin ≤ q ≤ qmax} , (1)

where x ∈ R3 is the 3D end-effector position in a Cartesian
space, q ∈ Rn is the vector of joint values in the joint space,
qmin andqmax represent the lower and upper joint limits respec-
tively, and f(·) : Rn → R3 describes the forward kinematics of
the robot.

For numerical calculation, two methods are provided for joint
values sampling, which turns the continuous joint values to
discrete form. Monte Carlo based technique can be employed
to generate a set of combination of random joint values [21].
However, Monte Carlo method cannot guarantee a complete
workspace exploration. To cover the entire workspace, the equal
interval method can be used, which means discretizing the range
of each joint in ns samples. For a robotic manipulator with n
Degrees of Freedom (DoFs), nn

s possible combination of joint
configurations can be obtained [22], which result in nn

s potential
poses of the robot.

For each possible configuration, the corresponding end-
effector position in Cartesian space is computed and stored
through FK. This will generate a point cloud of the reachable
positions in the Catersian space. Once the set of all feasible
spatial configurations has been obtained, it is possible to retrieve
useful information such as the boundary and volume of W .
We use B(.) to represent the volume of the targeted workspace.

C. Workspace Analysis

For a proper analysis of the performance of a robotic manipu-
lator, computing the reachable workspace is not enough. Perfor-
mance indices should be calculated after the workspace is gen-
erated, which include local and global kinematic and dynamic
indices to quantify the kinematic and dynamic behavior of the
manipulator respectively. Local indices are posture-dependent,
demonstrating a local property; global indices, instead, are
posture-independent and are used to identify global workspace
characteristics. The computation of the local and global indices
as well as the data structures are explained as follows.

1) Local Evaluation Indices: The kinematic and dynamic
ellipsoid analysis approaches are popular techniques for local
indices evaluation [23], [24]. For the ellipsoid analysis, a core
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE WORKSPACE EVALUATION INDICES

Note: σi(i = 1,2...k) are the singular values of H(q), σmin = min(σ1, σ2, . . . , σk), σ̄ = mean(σi)(i = 1,2...k).

matrix can be denoted as H(q), so the general form of ellipsoid
can be defined by

PT(H(q))−1P ≤ 1. (2)

The singular values of the core matrix H(q) equal the square
of the semiaxes’ length of the ellipsoid, whereas its determinant
can be shown to be proportional to the ellipsoid volume [25].
When the robot approaches a singular configuration, the ellip-
soid deforms to a line or a point (i.e. null volume ellipsoid), since
at least one of the semiaxes reduces to zero.

For kinematic indices, suppose that ẋ ∈ R3 is the end-
effector’s velocity that is determined by a given joint velocity
vector q̇ ∈ Rn. J(q) is the Jacobian matrix mapping q̇ to ẋ
(ẋ = J(q)q̇). Considering the set of joint velocities such that
q̇Tq̇ ≤ 1, then P = ẋ and H(q) = J(q)J(q)T.

For dynamic indices, the end-effector acceleration is denoted
as ẍ ∈ R3, while the given joint torque input vector is τ ∈ Rn.
The effect of gravity and external forces cause a shift of the center
of the ellipsoid [26]. Considering the set of torques such that
τT τ ≤ 1, then P = ẍ and the core matrix can be expressed as
H(q)−1 = (B(q)J†(q))T(B(q)J†(q)), where B(q) ∈ Rnxn

is the robot inertia matrix, J† is the Jacobian pseudoinverse.
Several local kinematic/dynamic evaluations indices based

on the core matrix and singular values have been proposed in
existing literature and they are summarized in Table I. For all the
local indices, normalization is utilized to make the local index
invariant to scale, units and reference frame [27]. In this case,
the boundary of the local indices is [0, 1].

Beside the kinematic structure, the shape and volume of the
workspace are also influenced by the mechanical joint limits of
the manipulator, which alters the distribution of local indices.
The influence of joint limits can be addressed by adding a
penalization term to augment the Jacobian matrix of the robotic
manipulator [36]. A more reasonable column-wise penalization
term was proposed for both non-redundant robot and redun-
dant robot [20], which is utilized in the current framework.
Considering joint redundancy, each column i = 1...n of the
Jacobian is penalized through the penalization function such
that J̃i(qi) = Ji(qi)pi(qi), with

pi(qi) =
1− e

−4K
(qmax,i−qi)(qi−qmin,i)

(qmax,i−qmin.i)
2

1− e−K
, (3)

Fig. 2. A schematic illustration of the data structures that are used in the
WSRender. (a) Local indices distribution map. (b) Local indices volume data.

where K is a positive constant. This allows the contribution of
a specific joint to be zero when it reaches its joint limits.

2) Data Structure: Two forms of data structures are
employed in this framework, including the Local Indices Distri-
bution Map, and the Local Indices Volume Data. Fig. 2 demon-
strates the relationship between the two data structures.

• Local Indices Distribution Map: Suppose that Im is the
mth local evaluation index available in the WSRender,
RS is a space with scatter data, Sm(x, y, z) ∈ RS can be
generated as the local indices distribution map by (4)

Sm(x, y, z) = f(Im(q)), (4)

where xl ≤ x ≤ xu, yl ≤ y ≤ yu, zl ≤ z ≤ zu (l and u
representing the lower and upper boundaries of the point
cloud respectively), and f(·) is the mapping relationship
based on FK (see (1)).

• Local Indices Volume Data: The workspace can be divided
into equally sized cubes called voxels. The x, y and z spaces
are divided by the same length of the interval r, which can
be known as a predefined precision value. The voxel value
can be represented by filling with local indices evaluation
information, which describes the capabilities of a robotic
manipulator. The corresponding value is mapped to a dis-
crete workspace with cubic voxel, and can be represented
as Vm (i, j, k) ∈ RV , where RV is a space with voxel data.
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Algorithm 1: Iterative Method for Global Indices Calcula-
tion.
Input: A Pre-defined Robot
Output: Modified Global Evaluation Index G̃m

1: Set the iteration number i = 1.
2: Set the initial joint sampling value m = 15.
3: Conduct workspace generation to obtain local indices

distribution map based on (4).
4: Calculate G̃m(1).
5: i = i+ 1
6: while ((G̃m(i)− G̃m(i− 1)) > λ) do
7: Increase joint sampling number from m to m+ 5.
8: Conduct workspace generation to obtain local

indices distribution map based on (4).
9: Calculate G̃m(i) based on (6).

10: i = i+ 1
11: end while
12: G̃m = G̃m(i)

The volume data can be converted by the distribution map,
which is described as follows:

Vm(i, j, k) = Sm

(
x− xl

r
,
y − yl

r
,
z − zl

r

)
, (5)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ (xu−xl)
r , 1 ≤ j ≤ (yu−yl)

r , 1 ≤ k ≤
(zu−zl)

r .
The two data structures have their respective advantages

and disadvantages. The local distribution map consists of a
2D matrix (nn

s×m), whereas the volume data is a 4D matrix
( (xu−xl)

r × (yu−yl)
r × (zu−zl)

r ×m). Therefore, the former re-
quires less memory storage dimension. Moreover, the volume
data has inherent errors, due to the fact that all the scatter
points are converted to the centre of the nearest pixel. However,
the volume data is more appropriate than the distribution map
when conducting multi-robot workspace interaction analysis
and master-slave workspace analysis. Using the volume data
structure, different robots’ workspaces can be easily registered
in the same global coordinate system within the same boundary.
Since all the data are uniformly distributed across the space occu-
pied by the robots, the interaction calculation can be conducted
with ease.

3) Global Evaluation Indices: Most of the local indices
distribution across the whole workspace can be exported for
further workspace global properties evaluation. A general global
modified evaluation index G̃m can be regarded as the ratio
of the integration of normalized local indices over the whole
workspace and the reachable workspace volume, namely:

G̃m =
1

V

∫∫∫
Sm(x, y, z)

S∗
m(x, y, z)

dx dy dz , (6)

whereS∗
m(x, y, z) is the maximum value among allSm(x, y, z),

V is the workspace volume. The normalization ensures that it is
dimension-independent. This measure can evaluate the robotic
manipulator in some average sense [33].

Fig. 3. Visualization and rendering for workspace analysis.

Iterative method can be utilized by defining a tolerable error
λ to obtain the global evaluation value when it converges. The
iterative calculation is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Other global evaluation indices include the global isotropy in-
dex, structure length index etc. Global isotropy index is the ratio
of the minimum to the maximum singular values for the entire
workspace. Structural length index (Sl =

1
3
√
V

∑n
i=1(ai + di) )

is based on the ratio of the sum of all the link lengths and joint
offsets of the manipulator to the cube root of the workspace
volume [34], where ai and di represent the link length and link
offset of the ith joint respectively, n is the number of joints for
the robot, and V is the workspace volume. The mathematical
definition of the available local and global evaluation indices
are summarized in Table I.

D. Visualization and Rendering

The WSRender Workspace Visualization module includes
three parts, i.e. i) robot and environment visualization, ii)
workspace generation results visualization and iii) workspace
analysis results visualization. Fig. 3 shows the examples of
visualization effects provided by the WSRender.

For robot visualization, a single robot or dual-arm manipulator
can be built and visualized, while simple environment can be
constructed to show the relative position of the robots in the
global frame. Visualization of workspace generation results can
show the reachable workspace through boundary mode or solid
mode. α is a parameter that controls the transparency of the
workspace boundary during visualization.

For workspace analysis results visualization, partial visualiza-
tion allows the user to obtain the local indices distribution value
at a selected slice S when slice selection mode is used. With the
iso-surface mode, the high quality workspace area can be sepa-
rated from the low quality area based on a pre-defined threshould
value μ. As for overall visualization, the local indices distribu-
tion across the whole reachable workspace are visualized. The
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Fig. 4. Overview of the Matlab GUI.

Fig. 5. Workflow illustration for the usage of WSRender.

results can be presented in scatter data mode and volume data
mode, which represents the local indices distribution map and
the local indices volume data.

E. Overview of the User Interface

A Matlab GUI (Fig. 4) is designed to simplify the workspace
analysis and visualization process. The analysis type can be se-
lected at first, including single robot analysis, dual-arm manipu-
lator analysis, multi-robot interaction analysis, and master-slave
mapping analysis.

For single or bimanual manipulator analysis, all the proce-
dures can be conducted using the GUI directly. As for the multi-
robot interaction and master-slave mapping analysis, different
types of the robots should be built separately. A set of C++ codes
is also provided to build the robots’ workspaces and compute
the local indices distribution map. Then, the computed map of
the robots can be loaded into the Matlab GUI for visualization
and further analysis.

The standard workflow of the usage of the GUI is illustrated
in the schematic sketch (see Fig. 5). After selecting the analysis
module and configuring the robot (setting its placement, the

TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR WSRENDER

key parameters for workspace generation and analysis, and the
environment setup), the robot is constructed and visualized in the
specified environment. Subsequently, the joint sampling method
can be chosen for the workspace and local indices computation.
The local indices distribution map is then converted to volume
data for global indices calculation or further multi-robot interac-
tion analysis. Finally, the workspace is visualized and rendered.

Different calculation modes can be selected and several key
parameters can be fine tuned. Table II indicates the default
values for the computation modes and key parameters for the
WSRender. Users can modify the values based on their applica-
tion requirements [37], [38]. Changes can also be easily reverted
by saving and reloading the key parameters.

III. USE CASES

This section gives four use cases of WSRender to verify
its effectiveness and demonstrate its usability. These include
performance evaluation for single manipulator and dual-arm
manipulator, workspace analysis for the multi-robot system, and
master-slave mapping.

A. Single Manipulator Evaluation

Several typical models are included in the WSRender, whose
library can be enlarged by easily integrating the URDF files or
DH table of the existing robots. For example, the Master Tool
Manipulators (MTMs) of the da Vinci Robotic System [39],
a general-purpose haptic interface Phantom Omni (Geomagic
Touch) [40], Puma560 [41] and Stanford Arm [42] are included
in the library of WSRender.

MTMs and Omni can be used as master manipulators for
medical robotics, where the kinematic performance is a key
aspect of evaluation. Puma560 [41] and Stanford Arm [42] are
typical manipulators for industrial application, whose dynamic
properties are significant.

Table III shows the global kinematic evaluation results of the
Phantom Omni and the da Vinci MTMs and global dynamic
evaluation results of the Puma560 and Stanf as examples for
single robotic manipulator global kinematic/dynamic workspace
evaluation.

B. Dual-Arm Manipulator Evaluation

In this case study, two comparable robots are used for
workspace analysis, i.e. a spherical robot and an articulated
robot. The spherical robot has a prismatic joint and five revolute
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TABLE III
GLOBAL EVALUATION RESULTS

TABLE IV
DH TABLE AND JOINT LIMITS FOR A SPHERICAL ROBOT AN ARTICULATED

ROBOT FOR CASE STUDY

Fig. 6. Comparison of the distribution of the kinematic manipulability index
(I1) between (a) a dual-arm spherical robot, (b) a dual-arm articulated robot.

joints, while the articulated robot has six revolute joints. The
modified DH table and their upper and lower joint limits can
be found in Table IV, where θi(i = 1, 2, . . . , 6) and d3 indicate
joint variables.

After generating the local indices distribution map, visual-
ization and rendering tool is used to enable the designer to be
aware of the workspace quality by having an intuitive sense of
the local indices distribution. Comparison of the distribution of
the kinematic manipulability index between the spherical robot
and the articulated robot can be viewed in Fig. 6.

C. Multi-Robot Interaction Calculation

WSRender provides a module for multi-robot interaction
workspace analysis. The boundary of the volume data is deter-
mined to cover the reachable workspace of the targeted robots in
a pre-defined environment. Suppose that there are K robots in

TABLE V
PLACEMENT OF THE ROBOTS

Fig. 7. The overall workspace and the shared workspace determination and
analysis of a multi-robot system. (a) Multi-robot overall workspace visualization.
(b) Generation and visualization of the shared workspace among multi-robots.

total for analysis. After calculating the local indices distribution
map of each robot, the local indices volume data for each robot
can be converted. For the reachable workspace representation,
if a voxel is reachable by a robot, it is assigned the value of 1,
otherwise, it remains 0.

In this use case, a dual-arm spherical robot (Robot A) and a
dual-arm articulated robot (Robot B) form a multi-robot system.
The two robots have the same DH parameters and joint limits in
Table IV. The placements of the robots are defined in Table V,
where P = [X,Y, Z] is the position transform vector, while
RX , RY , and RZ are the Euler angles generated by the rotation
matrix along the axis x, y and z of the global frame respectively.

As shown in Fig. 7(a), the reachable workspace of all the
robots are generated respectively and visualized. Let Vp(i, j, k)
be the reachable workspace volume data of the pth robot, whose
entries are either 0 or 1. The overall volume data of the multi-
robot system is V , which is computed as:

V (i, j, k) =

p=K∑
p=1

Vp

(
i− rpx, j − rpy , k − rpz

)
, (7)

where Rp = (rpx, r
p
y , r

p
z) is the translation vector of the frame

of the pth robotic manipulator to the global frame. Vs is the
set of all the voxels with value of 2 among all the voxels in V ,
while Va is the set of all the voxels with the value larger than 0
among all the voxels in V . The volumes B(Vs) and B(Va) can
be computed.

The percentage of the volume of the shared workspace to
the overall reachable workspace generated by the multi-robots
can be defined as R = B(Vs)

B(Va)
. The values of B(Va), B(Vs) and

R are shown in Table VI, which are generated by numerical
calculation.
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TABLE VI
MULTI-ROBOT INTERACTION ANALYSIS RESULTS

Fig. 8. A use case scenario for master-slave mapping workspace analysis.
All units are in [m]. (a) Master robot workspace visualization. (b) Slave robot
workspace visualization. (c) Initial master-slave mapping demonstration. (d)
Successful master-slave mapping demonstration. (e) Failing master-slave map-
ping demonstration.

D. Master-Slave Mapping Evaluation

Another important aspect, especially for tasks such as tele-
manipulation is the mapping between the master and the slave
robots’ workspaces [3]. Because of the usual dissimilarities of
the two workspaces, motion scaling and clutching are often
required. Clutching is needed when the master robot reaches
its workspace boundary and fails to further control the slave
robot. In this case, repositioning of the master robot is required
while keeping the slave robot still. Clutching can be avoided
when the master manipulator’s workspace can cover the slave
robot’s workspace completely after being scaled down by a ratio.
In order to support the decision of choosing a proper scaling
ratio and offset for the master and slave robot’s workspace,
an extended module is provided for master-slave mapping
analysis.

In this use case, a 5 DoFs articulated robot with full revolute
joints is selected as the slave robot, while the master robot is a 4
DoFs robot consisting of a revolute base joint and 3 DoFs parallel
arm. The master and the slave workspaces can be generated in
their respective reference frames at first (see Fig. 8(a) and (b)).

The scaling factor can be independently adjusted along the
three different directions, allowing the slave workspace to elon-
gate or shrink with respect to the slave frame. The offset is
defined as the distance vector between the origins of the slave
reference frame and of the master. An initial user-defined off-
set and scaling can be assigned. Fig. 8(c) shows an example

Fig. 9. Optimal volume selection vs scaling, for a given offset of [−0.2 0 0]m.

of the initial master-slave mapping relationship with scaling
of

[
5 5 5

]
and offset

[−0.2 0 0
]

m. While the user performs
the scaling and offsets regulation, the volume of the scaled
slave workspace is computed. In order to compute the vol-
ume, the point-cloud workspace is converted to an Alphashape.
Then, Matlab’s volume function is used to retrieve the volume
value.

A continuous check is performed to identify whether the slave
robot’s workspace is within the master manipulator’s workspace
or not. Whenever at least one point of the slave workspace exits
the master workspace, it can be concluded that the master and
slave workspace are mismatched. In case of failure, both the
result window and the slave workspace turn red (Fig. 8(e)),
otherwise they are green (Fig. 8(d)). An optimal mapping re-
lationship can be obtained by adjusting the offset and scaling
ratio. The optimal scaling (the one allowing to have the largest
slave volume) found so far is saved and shown. Fig. 9 illustrates
an example about how the volume changes as a function of
the scaling (for a given offset) and how the optimal scaling is
retained.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents WSRender, an open framework for
workspace analysis and visualization, with the goal of making
research in this field more efficient by providing a collection of
basic algorithms and letting researchers focus on actual tasks.

The capability of this software is verified on different robotic
platforms for different application purposes, such as single
robot or dual-arm manipulator analysis, multi-robot interaction,
and master-slave optimal mapping. The user interface allows
prototyping new algorithms or tuning parameters with ease.

Moreover, all components in WSRender are written in a flex-
ible and extensible way, which allows user-specific definition.
New evaluation indices can be easily added to the WSRender in
the Matlab codes by contributing columns of the workspace eval-
uation table. Similarly, to allow flexibility of modeling different
kinds of robotic systems, the C++ code consists of a single class
with virtual functions for kinematics and dynamics computation.
This allows the workspace analysis to be customized. The master
manipulator analyzed in this letter is a closed-chain robot, which
is an example to prove the flexibility of the framework.
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All the algorithms, models, codes documentation, data and
other example files required for the use cases are available online.
We would like to encourage the robotic research community to
take advantage of this research-friendly software.
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